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Typical H-mode pedestal electron and ion temperatures in NSTX range from 100–300 eV. A new operat-
ing regime termed the ‘enhanced pedestal’ (EP) H-mode has been observed in which the pedestal ion
temperature increases to �600 eV in about 50 ms, or one energy confinement time, resulting in a global
confinement improvement. Ion temperature gradients as high as 30 keV/m are observed. The regime is
correlated with a localized braking of the edge toroidal rotation near the q = 3 surface, in which case
the pressure gradient term in the radial force balance becomes dominant over the toroidal and poloidal
rotation terms. Coupled with increased rotation just inside the barrier, the radial electric field shear is
also increased. An MHD trigger event (large edge localized mode) is common to the formation of the
EP H-mode phase, which can occur either during the Ip ramp-up or flat-top phases of discharges. The
observed characteristics of this scenario are presented.

� 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Spherical tori (ST) have demonstrated [1–5] higher bt operation
than higher aspect ratio devices, as predicted by theory [6]. Here, bt

is the magnetic field utilization: bt = 2l0WMHD/B2
t , where WMHD is

the plasma stored energy, Bt is the torodial field, and l0 is the per-
meability of free space. In present-day STs, this higher bt operation
is enabled partly by operation at low Bt. For perspective, the typical
Bt = 0.45 T in the National Spherical Torus Experiment (NSTX) [7],
whereas the typical Bt = 2.1 T in the DIII-D device, which operates
at twice the major radius and aspect ratio of NSTX. A possible con-
sequence of the parameter regime in which STs operate is rela-
tively low H-mode pedestal temperatures, as also predicted by
some theories [8]. Indeed, typical H-mode pedestal electron and
ion temperatures (Tped

e;i ) in the NSTX and the Mega-Amp Spherical
Tokamak (MAST) range from 100–300 eV [9,10].

However, a new operating regime has been observed in NSTX in
which the Tped

i and Tped
e spontaneously increased to �600 eV in

about 50 ms, or one energy confinement time, resulting in a global
energy confinement (sE) improvement. Specifically the energy con-
finement relative to the global ITER-97 L-mode scaling [11], sE/
sITER97-L

E , increased up to 2.5. Ion temperature radial gradients as
high as 30 keV/m were measured. Even though the new regime
is presently transient, it represents a promising approach to im-
proved edge and core performance, if extensible.
ll rights reserved.
2. Characteristics of enhanced pedestal H-mode

The evolution of two discharges, a standard H-mode and an
enhanced pedestal (EP) H-mode, are compared in Fig. 1. Both dis-
charges were inductively ramped to a plasma current (Ip) of 1
MA (panel (a)), and neutral beam injected (PNBI) power of
4 MW was delivered during the Ip ramp. Both discharges exhib-
ited a drop in divertor Da emission at �130 ms, indicative of
an L–H transition (panel (d)), and a Da spike at �170 ms. The
stored energy (WMHD) from equilibrium reconstructions [12] ap-
proached �80 kJ in both discharges by 170 ms (panel (b)),
although the time dependence was different, partly related to
the details of the reconstruction and other factors. Following
the Da spike at �170 ms, the WMHD in the EP H-mode discharge
ramped up at a rapid rate, specifically dWMHD/dt �0.4 � PNBI. This
large dWMHD/dt translated into a substantial improvement in the
energy confinement time, up to 50% higher than the standard H-
mode discharge before the collapse of the EP H-mode discharge
at about 260 ms in panel (c).

EP H-mode phases have been observed both during Ip ramp-up
(e.g. Fig. 1) and during the Ip flat-top phase in other discharges (not
shown). A common signature is a spike in the Da emission, which is
caused by a large edge localized mode (ELM). The collapse of the EP
H-mode discharge shown above was correlated with the onset of a
locked mode when the normalized bN (bN = aBtbt/Ip with a ffiminor
radius) exceeded �4.5. This global bN limit was verified in other
discharges with higher PNBI, which showed a more rapid dWMHD/
dt but the same bN limit. This limit on bN is lower than the normal
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Fig. 1. Time evolution of a discharge with transition to enhanced pedestal H-mode
(solid black) and a standard H-mode discharge (dashed blue): (a) Ip and the PNBI

waveform common to both discharges, (b) WMHD, (c) confinement enhancement
factor relative to the ITER-97 L-mode scaling, and (d) divertor Da emission.

Fig. 2. Profile comparison of ne, Te, Ti, and vtor between EP H-mode (black circles)
and standard H-mode (blue triangles). (For interpretation of the references to
colours in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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bmax
N � 5.5–6 in standard H-mode discharges, because these

particular EP H-mode discharges exhibited extremely reversed
shear of the current profile during the Ip ramp. Occurrences of EP
H-modes during the steady Ip phase have exhibited higher bmax

N val-
ues, demonstrating that the regime does not have an intrinsic
bmax

N � 4.5. While the effect on stored energy and confinement is
moderate, the modification of the plasma kinetic radial profiles is
striking and discussed in detail below.

3. Kinetic profile evolution and comparison between ordinary
H-mode and EP H-mode

The electron density, electron temperature, ion temperature,
and toroidal rotation profiles (ne, Te, Ti, vtor) from Thomson scat-
tering and Charge Exchange Recombination Spectroscopy (ChERS)
measurements are compared between the standard H-mode
(blue triangles) and the EP H-mode (black circles) discharge in
Fig. 2 at a time just before the collapse of the EP H-mode. One
dramatic difference is an apparent 3–5 cm radial inward move-
ment of the plasma boundary during the EP H-mode phase. Just
inside of the inward shifted boundary, however, sharp gradients
in Te and Ti were observed in the EP H-mode phase, leading to
higher central values of Te and Ti than in the standard H-mode
discharge. The ne profile was unchanged except for the inward
boundary shift in the EP H-mode phase, and the vtor profile
was modified from a monotonically decreasing profile to one
which had a minimum in the Ti steep gradient region. Outside
of the steep gradient region, vtor increased again. We note that
similar vtor profiles have been observed when an edge island be-
comes large enough to slow down the edge rotation in standard
H-mode discharges; in the EP H-mode phase, the spatial location
of the velocity minimum corresponded approximately to the
q = 3 surface.

The evolution of the ne, Te, Ti, vtor profiles during the EP H-mode
phase is shown in more detail in Fig. 3. The first set of profiles at
0.165 sec are typical H-mode profiles, with �Tped

e � 150 eV and
no clear pedestal in the Ti profile. The profile evolution following
the MHD event was gradual: the boundary shifted inward contin-
uously while the Te and Ti gradients increased with time. Note the
nped

e value remained constant at between 4 and 5 � 1019 m�3, with
the pedestal top location moving radially inward with time. The
vtor profile (not shown) exhibited a minimum near 0 m/s; the loca-



Fig. 3. Profile evolution ne, Te, Ti, and vtor during EP H-mode, showing a continuous
inward movement of the plasma boundary and rising edge and core temperatures.

Fig. 4. Evolution of Tped
i and the width of the barrier (Twid

i ) in the EP H-mode.

Fig. 5. Components of the Er profile during the EP H-mode and the regular H-mode.
The EP H-mode shows a broader region of Er shear. Subsequent measurements have
shown that the poloidal rotation vh is near 0 in the EP H-mode phase, such that the
black line is nearly equal to Er. (For interpretation of the references to colours in this
figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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tion of the minimum velocity also moved radially inward with
time. During the latter part of the EP H-mode phase, the edge rota-
tion from R = 1.25–1.35 m actually increased, leading to a larger
rotation shear than that at earlier times.

The spatial resolution of the ChERs system allows evaluation of
the Ti profile characteristics using the common modified hyper-
bolic tangent fitting function [13]. Fig. 4 shows that the Tped

e in-
creased from 300 eV up to 650 eV by the end of the EP H-mode
phase, whereas the width decreased to between 1 and 1.8 cm. At
the narrowest point at 0.235 s, the width was the equivalent of
approximately two ion Larmor radii for the Ti value at the midpoint
of the steep gradient region. Note that the radial Ti gradient in-
creased to 30 keV/m.
4. Role of rotation and radial electric field

The components of the radial electric field, Er, can be evaluated
from the lowest order radial force balance for a given species:
Er = v � B � dp/dr. In practice Er is evaluated for the C6+ ion: Er = v-
torBpol � vpolBtor � dpi/dr, where Bpol is the polodial field, vpol is the
poloidal rotation, and dpi/dr is the ion radial pressure gradient.
When these discharges were conducted, the poloidal rotation term
was not measured, and so a comparison of Er + vpolBtor is given in
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Fig. 5 for the standard H-mode and EP H-mode discharges. Here,
the impact of the local minimum in vtor becomes evident: in the
steep gradient region, the pressure gradient term substantially ex-
ceeds the vtor term (which approaches 0), leading to a broad region
of large Er and E0r from wN of 0.8–1.0. Subsequent to this set of dis-
charges, the poloidal rotation velocity was measured to be very
close to 0 in EP H-mode phases, such that Er became largely deter-
mined by the pressure gradient term.

5. Summary and conclusions

The EP H-mode is a spontaneously occurring phase of dis-
charges with increased pedestal temperatures and pressures, and
improved global confinement. A large ELM is observed before all
EP H-mode phases and is hypothesized to trigger the transport
change. The edge of the plasma moves radially inward continu-
ously during the EP H-mode phase, and a drag is observed on the
edge toroidal rotation velocity, which approaches zero near the
q = 3 surface. The first order radial force balance indicates that
the pressure gradient term dominates the other terms, leading to
a large region of Er shear, which may be responsible for the reduced
transport and improved confinement. We thus conjecture the fol-
lowing physics picture for the EP H-mode triggering: (1) the ELM
rapidly reduces edge vtor, leading to a large E0r and the transition
to improved confinement; and (2) the local island breaking near
the q = 3 surface maintains a steep v 0tor and E0r, which allows con-
finement to increase on a transport time scale. Both of these mech-
anisms appear necessary, which explains why EP H-mode was not
observed for the control shot in Fig. 1 (no island breaking).

At present the EP H-mode has only been observed as a transient
phase in H-mode discharges. If the key physics is indeed a local
toroidal breaking leading to an enhanced edge transport barrier,
then the prospect of triggering such barriers on demand with
non-axisymmetric magnetic perturbations is conceivable. Such
perturbations have been shown to brake the toroidal rotation at
rates given by neoclassical theory [14]. Reproducing the localized
island braking would likely require a high toroidal mode number
perturbation. Future work will also focus on the requirements for
externally generated perturbations to reproduce the braking ef-
fects observed here with island braking.
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